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BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES FOR KEY SOCIAL ISSUES 

How to Live by the Book – Applying Biblical Ethics to Life 
Lesson #19  

    
 You have probably noticed during the Key Social Issues class that the Bible addresses 
every moral and spiritual issue facing the life of the Christian. This is why Paul said to Timothy 
that the Scriptures were able to equip the Christian for every good work and why Peter said 
that the Word of God gives us everything we need for life and godliness. When it comes to 
living for the glory of God, the Word of God has the answers. Granted, the Bible doesn’t 
address things like proper techniques for ironing or how to rebuild a car engine, but it does 
address how to do anything with a godly motive, attitude, and behavior making the Bible is a 
comprehensive instruction book for Christian living.  
 The problem is that many Christians fail to use the Bible as God intended. When they 
face a problem in their life they run to the internet, to secular books, to friends at work, or even 
to other Christians to “get their opinion” on the matter. What they should do is go to the Word 
of God, the Bible, and get God’s opinion on the matter. Yet many don’t know how to get 
answers from the Bible an don’t even know where to start. This is a huge problem as the 
Christian can only bring glory to God and have a truly blessed life when they are living by the 
Word of God. So in this last Key Social Issues class we are going to learn how to “Live by the 
Book.” We are going to learn how to find answers to all of life’s problems from the Bible. So, if 
you wished we would have covered certain key social issues but did not, now you can find out 
what God says about these things in His Word for yourself.  
 
 
 
I. DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS    
 
 

A. Theology is the study of God. The word “theos” is the Greek word for God and 
“ology” means the study of something. Put the two together and you have “The 
study of God.” The term theology is a general term used to describe any biblical 
field of doctrinal study. Doctrine just means teaching. So if you are studying any 
teaching of the Bible, you are studying theology. When you are studying about 
God Himself, then the term “theology proper” is used to distinguish general 
theological studies with the study of God Himself.  

 
 

B. Biblical Theology is theology derived from any specific text of Scripture. 
Whatever a specific text of Scripture teaches you is its “biblical theology.” 

 
 

C. Systematic Theology seeks to combine everything the Scriptures teach on any 
particular doctrine and then synthesize what the Bible teaches as a whole into 
concise yet comprehensive statements. Systematic theology also seeks to apply 
doctrine to the issues of life. You might think of Biblical Theology as individual 
pieces of a puzzle and Systematic Theology as putting all the pieces together so 
you can see the full picture.  
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D. Hermeneutics is the science and art of biblical interpretation or how to study the 
Bible accurately. Hermeneutics defines rules and criteria for objectively 
interpreting the Word of God. Hermeneutics attempts to interpret the Scriptures 
accurately and discover what God and the human authors meant by what they 
wrote in the Bible. 

 
 

E. Biblical Context is the most important of all hermeneutics or Bible study 
principles. Context is what comes before and after the text. You can look at 
context within the entire Bible, or within the Old or New Testament, or context 
within a certain categories of Bible books, or context of all books written by the 
same human author, etc. Yet the most important context is near context. Near 
context looks to see what comes immediately before and after the text you are 
studying to see what the flow of the passage is. This helps the Bible student 
accurately interpret the text in light of what surrounds it. 

 
 
 
II. FINDING INFORMATION IN THE BIBLE  
 

There are many ways to find information in the Bible about whatever issue you want to 
study. I have tried to prioritize the categories below. Though information could be 
sought for in a different order than given below, the order that is given first starts with 
biblical priorities and then moves to practical priorities. 

 
 

A. Regularly Read Your Bible. There is no substitute for reading the Bible. Every 
Christian should have a habit of reading the Word of God. It is commanded in the 
Scriptures. Christians who don’t want to read the Word of God are in sin. God 
requires us all through the Scriptures to let His Word dwell richly within us, to 
meditate on His statutes day and night, and to receive the Word implanted. A 
regular habit of reading the Bible will help you find answers to life’s questions and 
trials. You will find that when a situation comes up, you know the answer 
because you have been faithful to read your Bible.  

 
1. Josh. 1:8 “This book of the law shall not depart from your mouth, but you 

shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do 
according to all that is written in it; for then you will make your way 
prosperous, and then you will have success. 

 
2. Col. 3:16 Let the word of Christ richly dwell within you, with all wisdom 

teaching and admonishing one another with psalms and hymns and 
spiritual songs, singing with thankfulness in your hearts to God. 

 
 

B. Regularly Study Your Bible. While reading is part of Bible study, Bible study is 
more than just reading. Every Christian should know how to dig into the 
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Scriptures and study a specific text of Scripture so they know what it says, what it 
means, and how it applies to life. This is called inductive Bible study and should 
be a skill acquired by every believer. Once you know how to study the Bible, you 
have learned how to feed yourself from the deeper truths of the Word of God.  

 
1. II Tim. 2:15 Be diligent to present yourself approved to God as a workman 

who does not need to be ashamed, accurately handling the word of truth. 
 
 

2. I Tim. 4:6-8 In pointing out these things to the brethren, you will be a good 
servant of Christ Jesus, constantly nourished on the words of the faith and 
of the sound doctrine which you have been following. 7 But have nothing 
to do with worldly fables fit only for old women. On the other hand, 
discipline yourself for the purpose of godliness; 8 for bodily discipline is 
only of little profit, but godliness is profitable for all things, since it holds 
promise for the present life and also for the life to come. 

 
 

C. Memorizing Key Scriptures is another way of living by the book. If you have a 
sin, a temptation, a struggle, or a hurt in your life, memorize key Scriptures that 
address it. I know there are many who moan and groan about not being able to 
memorize things, but this just isn’t true. All of us remember things every day. 
With a little effort on a regular basis we can fill our minds and hearts with the 
Word of God. Once we have the Word hidden in our hearts then we can recall it 
to mind when the particular issue comes up. We can also use what we have 
memorized to encourage and help others.  

 
1. Psa. 37:30-31 The mouth of the righteous utters wisdom, And his tongue 

speaks justice. 31 The law of his God is in his heart; His steps do not slip. 
 

2. Psa. 119:11 Your word I have treasured in my heart, That I may not sin 
against You. 

 
 

D. Get Training. If you don’t know how to do any of the things in this lesson, get 
training. We regularly offer “How to Study the Bible” classes, teaching classes, 
theology classes, and can recommend books and resources to help you get 
training. All of our material is on the web site. You can print off the lesson, listen 
to it being taught, and even get a group together to study it with you. Christians, 
by definition, are disciples or learners, and they are saved and then get training 
to grow in Christ.  

 
1. Eph. 4:11-13 And He gave some as apostles, and some as prophets, and 

some as evangelists, and some as pastors and teachers, 12 for the 
equipping of the saints for the work of service, to the building up of the 
body of Christ; 13 until we all attain to the unity of the faith, and of the 
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knowledge of the Son of God, to a mature man, to the measure of the 
stature which belongs to the fullness of Christ. 

 
2. II Tim. 2:2 The things which you have heard from me in the presence of 

many witnesses, entrust these to faithful men who will be able to teach 
others also. 

 
 

E. Use Cross References. There is a reason that so many Bibles have cross 
references in the margins. They are there to help you find other texts that are 
similar so you can better understand what the Word of God teaches. Not all the 
cross references in the margin will be helpful, but many will be helpful, so use 
them. One of the best cross reference resources is the Treasury of Scripture 
Knowledge. It is an entire book that goes verse by verse through the Bible giving 
you many cross references. I would recommend an updated and expanded 
version by Jerome Smith entitled The Ultimate Cross Reference Guide to the 
Bible, by Thomas Nelson. It is an expanded version of the Treasury of Scripture 
Knowledge. This is a great tool to use, especially if you have Bible software 
which can instantly take you to the various cross references. Once you have one 
text that relates to whatever issue you are studying, you can then look at all the 
cross references and the cross references of those cross references and so on 
until you have looked at all the relevant texts in the Bible. Below is an example of 
the cross references given in The Ultimate Cross Reference Guide to the Bible 
for II Tim. 3:17 which says, “so that the man of God may be adequate, equipped 
for every good work.” 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F. Topical Bibles and Indexes are also helpful resources and are similar to cross 
reference guides. All you have to do is look up a topic and then they list for you 
cross references that relate to that particular issue. This is a fast way to find what 
you need. Once you find several good texts on your subject you can look up their 
cross references and soon you will be on your way to finding what God says 
about the issue you are facing.  

17. the man. Dt 33:1. Ne 12:24. See on Ps m119:98-100. 1 Ti +6:11. 2 P 
1:21. throughly furnished. or, perfected. ƒ1, Ge +10:1. Holy Scripture is the 
only source of doctrinal and spiritual authority for the Christian. This passage 
teaches the sufficiency of Scripture: Scripture furnishes all that the Christian 
must know to be saved and to grow in grace, and tells us all we need to know 
to live a life which is well pleasing to God. No source of doctrine or revelation 
outside of Scripture is valid, for such a source would be adding to the written 
word of God, which is absolutely forbidden by Scripture (Re +*22:18). 
T#1112. 2 Ti +*2:21. Ne 2:18. Ps m119:104, 113, 128. Is +*8:20. Je *23:28. 
Lk +6:40. Ep +*4:11-14. good works. Mt 26:10. Ac 9:36. 2 Co *9:8. Ep 
m2:10. 1 Ti 5:10. Ti 1:16. m2:14. 3:1, 8. He *10:24. 1 J +m2:3n.  
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G. Read Bible Saturated Books. There are a lot of what I call “Christian Fluff 
Books.” These are the books that are often on the best seller list and are, for the 
most part, written to make money, not explain and apply the Word of God. When 
you open a book and don’t see Scripture references and explanations on most 
pages, it is probably a “Christian Fluff Book.” While Christian Fluff is easy and fun 
to read, it is like spiritual junk food (if there is such a thing) and often not very 
helpful at all. What you want is a book that is going to help you understand and 
apply Bible doctrine, a book that digs into the Bible. If you don’t know what book 
to get, contact the church office and one of the secretaries will find out what 
resources are most helpful from the pastors.  

 
 

H. Build a Library of Good Books. If you are a Christian and are going to obey the 
Word of God, you need to have a library of good Christian reference works and 
books. A Christian without a decent library is like a dentist with no instruments, or 
a mechanic with no tools. Every Christian, not just pastors, are called to be men 
and women of the book who are experts in the Word of God. By the end of our 
lives, if God allows us to live to a ripe old age, every believer should be a self 
made scholar and have a sizable library to pass on to others who will use it. The 
Pastors and elders can help you find good books to put in your library. Stay away 
from Christian Fluff. 

 
 

I. Purchase Bible Software and Learn How to Use It. For those who are older 
than 40, this may seem a bit scary, but it is not. There is some great Bible 
software out there that is easy and fun to use. Bible software makes Bible study 
fast and efficient. It will help you get to the texts you are wanting to study quicker 
and less time will be spent trying to find resources that address your subject. I 
recommend Libronix Bible Software. It is what I use. The main program is like a 
huge library with many research assistants standing by to help. You can then 
stock the library with as many titles as you can afford. Little by little you can build 
a huge library of digital books that can be searched for words or phrases with 
lightening speed. You can copy information directly into documents. There are 
thousands of titles to choose from. Surely Bible software is one of the greatest 
blessings of technology ever invented, yet many Christians never invest in it. I 
highly recommend getting Bible software and then getting training to learn how to 
use it.  

 
 

J. Use the Internet With Discretion. I don’t recommend the use of the internet as 
a resource for younger or immature believers except for recommended sites. 
There is all sorts of garbage and false teaching on the internet and it takes a 
discerning mind to sort through it all. However, even a younger believer can ask 
more mature believers for trusted web sites where information can be read, 
copied, or listened to to help them grow in the knowledge and application of the 
Word of God.  
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With the resources above, you should be able to access the texts you need to 
find the answers you want. Now having covered the basic steps to find the 
answers you want from the Bible, let’s do a few case studies in order to apply 
what we have learned.  

 
 
 
III. APPLYING WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED  
 
 

A. You remember that one Sunday you heard a sermon that said that God doesn’t 
hear the prayers of the wicked. While talking with someone at work, they tell you 
that God hears everyone’s prayers. They argue that everyone is wicked and if 
God didn’t hear the prayers of the wicked, he wouldn’t hear anyone’s prayers. 
You wonder about this and decide to find out what the Word of God says about 
this particular issue so you can talk to your co-worker about it. All you remember 
from the sermon is that one of the Scriptures came from Psa. 66.  

 
1. You read all of Psa. 66 and find vs. 18 where David says, “If I regard 

wickedness in my heart, The Lord will not hear.” Here is the trail-head 
which leads you to find out what the Bible as a whole says on the subject.  

 
2. Secondly, you have a NASB Bible and so you look in the margin and you 

find the cross references below, look them all up, and read them in their 
context. Of course, if you had Bible software you could do this in a tenth of 
the time.  

 
a) Job 36:21 “Be careful, do not turn to evil, For you have preferred 

this to affliction. (This text isn’t that helpful so look up the next cross 
reference.) 

 
b) John 9:31 “We know that God does not hear sinners; but if anyone 

is God-fearing and does His will, He hears him.” (A man healed by 
Jesus rebukes the religious leaders who are accusing Jesus of 
doing evil. He is pointing out that if Jesus was evil, God wouldn’t 
have heard his prayers and healed him.) 

 
c) Job 27:9 “Will God hear his cry When distress comes upon him? 

(In the near preceding verse we learn that Job is talking about the 
godless man. The implied answer to Job’s question is that God 
won’t hear his cry when distress comes upon him.) 

 
d) Ps 18:41 They cried for help, but there was none to save, Even to 

the Lord, but He did not answer them. (Here David is speaking 
about the pagan enemies of Israel. God didn’t hear their prayers.) 
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e) Prov 1:28 “Then they will call on me, but I will not answer; They will 
seek me diligently but they will not find me,”(The near preceding 
context tells us that Solomon is talking about the naive, simple-
minded, scoffers, and fools who don’t receive answers from their 
prayers.) 

 
f) Prov. 28:9 He who turns away his ear from listening to the law, 

Even his prayer is an abomination. (This text is self explanatory. 
The prayers of those who do not listen so as to obey the law of God 
are an abomination to the Lord.)  

 
g) Isa. 1:15 So when you spread out your hands in prayer, I will hide 

My eyes from you; Yes, even though you multiply prayers, I will not 
listen. Your hands are covered with blood. (We learn from the near 
context of vss. 10-11 that Isaiah is referring to the leaders and 
people of Israel and that he is figuratively referring to the leaders of 
Sodom and the people of Gomorrah. Because they are wicked, 
God doesn’t hear them.) 

 
h) James 4:3 You ask and do not receive, because you ask with 

wrong motives, so that you may spend it on your pleasures.(Here 
the context tells us James is speaking to those who are selfish, 
worldly, and immoral. He says people like that don’t have their 
prayers answered because of the sin in their lives.) 

 
3. As you can see, just from looking up the cross references that are in the 

margin of most good Bible translations you can gain a far greater 
understanding of what the Bible teaches as a whole. Of course, you could 
look up any of those Scriptures and find other cross references but soon 
you would discover that you have exhausted all the key verses which 
teach that God does not hear the prayers of the wicked. So now what? 
Well, if you want more you can read commentaries on each of those texts, 
do word studies, read articles, do searches on the internet for key texts, 
etc., etc. The point is that with a little effort, training, and resources you 
can find the answers for your questions in the Word of God.  

 
4. If you were to invest in some top of the line Bible software you could do 

concordance searches, Englishman’s concordance searches, exegetical 
searches, commentary searches, phrase searches, look in topical 
indexes, cross reference works, Bible dictionaries and encyclopedias, 
journal articles, . . . In two to four hours of study with good Bible software 
you can usually have a very clear understanding of what the Word of God 
says about most topics having discovered and examined the bulk of 
relevant Scriptures. The next time you have a temptation, trial, struggle, 
Bible question, or any other issue in life, GO TO THE WORD OF GOD 
FIRST! Learn to live by the Book and it will change your life!  
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Two Excellent Resources: 
 

• J. C. Ryle, “How Readest Thou?” This is a chapter titled “Bible Reading” in the Ryle’s 
book Practical Religion, but has been extracted and printed separately as How Readest 
Thou? The entire book, Practical Religion, is excellent, easy to read, and the best book I 
have ever read on the disciplines of the Christian life. Yet the chapter on Bible reading 
is especially good. This book/chapter can be found on line for free.  

  

• Thomas Watson, The Bible and the Closet: How We May Read The Scriptures With the 
Most Spiritual Profit. Is way good! Also free on line.  

 

 

Where the Holy Ghost is, there will always be love and 

reverence for God’s Word. He makes the new-born soul desire 

the sincere milk of the Word, just as the infant desires its 

natural food. He makes it “delight in the law of the Lord.” (1 

Peter 2:2; Psalms 1:2.) He shows man a fulness, and depth, and 

wisdom, and sufficiency, in the Holy Scripture, which is utterly 

hid from a natural man’s eyes. He draws him to the Word with 

an irresistible force, as the light and lantern, and manna, and 

sword, which are essential to a safe journey through this world. 

If the man cannot read He makes him love to hear: if he cannot 

hear He makes him love to meditate. But to the Word the 

Spirit always leads him. He that sees no special beauty in God’s 

Bible, and takes no pleasure in reading, hearing, and 

understanding it, is dead before God. He has not the Spirit of 

Christ.1 

 
 
 

                                                 
1 J. C. Ryle, Old Paths  
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